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Die 6. Tagung über "Mathematical.Methods in Celestial Mechanics"

unter der Leitung v~n E. Stiefel' (Zürich) und V. Szebehely

(Austin) erfreute sic~ einer äusserst regen Beteilung, und es

konnten längst nicht al~e E~nladungswlinsche (vor allem aus

Spanien, Portugal und den Vereinigten Staaten~ 'erfüllt werden.

Die 38 Teilnehmer stammten aus zehn Ländern (Belgien, Bundes

republik, Frankreich, Griechenland, Grossbritanien, Fürstentum

Liechtenstein, Mexiko, Schweiz, Spanien, USA), 35 von ihnen haben

aus ~hrem engeren oder weiteren Fachgebiet vorgetragen~ Die be

handelten Probleme lassen sich grob in folgende Kategorien eintei

len: Periodische Lösungen im 3- und·Mehrkörperproblem: . Kollisions

und Flucht1ösungen, Zentralkonfi~urationen.Störungstheorie.·

Methoden der analytischen Mechanik. Numerische Methoden. Unver

kennbar war der Trend,neuere mathematische 'Hilfsmittel wie die

Theorie der invarianten Mannigfaltigkeiten, Resultate aus der

~ Differentialtopologie ~nd gar der Algebra einzusetzen.

Eine Abendsitzung war Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) ge
widmet und gipfelte in einem Vortrag des Doyen der Himmelsmecha

n~ker, Herrn Pr6fessor Volk (Wlirzburg), über den Beit~ag Lamberts

zur Himmelsmechanik.

Ein Film von R. F. Arenstorf (Nashville) über periodische Lösun

gen im ebenen Dreikörperproblem trug nicht nur zur guten Unter

haltung bei, sondern liess einmal mehr deutlich werde~ wie kom-
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plex die dynamischen Verhältnisse in diesem klassischen Problem

doch sind.

Wiederum fühlten sich alle Teilnehmer (die Neulinge, ebenso wie

die erfahrenen Oberwolfachpilger) sehr wohl, und man schied in

der Hoffnung, sich in drei Jahren wieder treffen zu dürfen.

Teilnehmer

R.F. Arenstorf, Nashville (USA).

J. Baumgarte, Braunschweig (0)

D.G. Bett~s, Austin (USA)

R. Bien Heidelberg (0)

R. Broucke, Austin (USA)

H.J.E. Claes, Namur (B)

P. 'Oeuflhard, München -(0)

.R.W. Easton, Boulder (USA)

M.C. Eckstein, Oberpfaffenhofen (0)

A. Fässler, Zürich (CH)

B. ,Garfinkei, New Haven (USA)

J.O. Hadjidemetriou, Thessalöniki (GR)

J. Henrard, Namur (8)

N.O. Hulkower, Nashville (USA)

G. Janira, Darmstadt (0) e
F. Jochim, Oberpfaffenhafen (D)

u. Kirchgraber, Zürich (CH)

J. Kriz, Zürich (CH)

E.A. Lacomba, Mexico (M)

M. Langlais, Besanc;on (F)

L. Losco, Besanc;on (F)

eh. Marchal, Chatillon (F)

P.J. Message, Liverpool (GB)
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n.,
F. Nahen, Paris (F)

--
K. Nipp, Zürich (CH), Schaan (FL)

J.I. Palmore, Urbana (USA)

M. Rapaport, Floirac (F)

J. Reels, Louvain-la-Neuve (B)

E.A. Roth, Darmstadt (0)

H. Rüssmann, Mainz (0)

D.G. Saari, Evanston (USA)

D. Schmidt, Cincinnatti (USA)

e c. Simo,. Barcelona (E)

F. Spirig, Zürich (eH)

E. Stiefel, Zürich (CH)

v. Szebehely, Austin (USA)

o. Volk, Würzburg (0)

J. Waldvogel, Zürich· CC-H)

Vortragsauszüge

R.F. ARENSTORF: New Periodic Solutions in the Planar

n-Body Problem.

J .. BAUMGARTE: The Importance of the Lie Algebra

50(4,2) for the Kepler Problem.

It i5 shown that the Lie algebra so (4,2) is charactertstic for

the three dimensional Keplerian motion by using the eccentric

anomaly as independent variable. This algebra generates all the

integrals of:motion-and renders the guiding principle for re

formulating all the Keplerian formulas.
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A Variable-Order-Step Runge-Kutta Method.

A variable-order variable-step explicit Runge-Kutta algorithm

1s presented. The a1gorithm has embeddedorders of one through

six. The coefficients have been selected' so that the Ioeal

truncation errors ~re 5mall, and that the absolute stability

regions are 1arge.for each of the solutions of different order.

The ,strategy for selecting the order and the stepsize i5 dis

cussed. The algorithm 15 implemented in SUBROUTINE RKVAR~ Com

parison tests show that RKVAR 15 reliable, that it yields 50

lutions that.are accurate, and that the method Is efficient.

Two test. problems from celestial mechanics are given.

R. BIEN: Stationary Solutions in Simplified

Resonance Cases of the Restrlcted Three

Bodt Problem.

In the planar elliptic problem sun-Jupiter-rnassless body we con

sider the resonances of mean mot1on 3/2, 2/1, 3/1, 7/3 and 1/3.

Short-period effects are eliminated by Schubart's averaging

rnethod.'Applying a'minimizatLon technique, stationary solution5

can be faund in the given re;onance cases. Some of these 50lu

tions are well-known as periodic solutions in the rigorous (i.e.

unaveraged.) restricted problem. For selected examples it i5

illustrated how one can constructin a numerical way a linearized

theory of motion around a ~tationary solution.

R. BROUCKE: Same SpecialSolutions of the General

Problem of Three Bodies ..

We made a numerical study of two special.cases of the planar

problem of three bodie5 with three finite masses, both case5

with zero angular momentum: the rectilinear problem and the
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isoseeles problem. In the rectilinear problem same periodic

solutions have been computed and classified. Besides a few

simple periodic solutions, we fouod a sequence of· periodic

solutions with increasing complexity and number of loops,

alternating with a similar sequence of Syinrnetric tripie

collision solutions. These tripie collision solutions start

with a trlple ejection at -t
F

, to end with a tripie collapse

at +t
F

• Completely similar solutions were faund for the Isosceles

Triangle Con~igurations. In hoth cases, the binary collisions

were regularized with Levi-Civita-type transformations .

H. CLAE$: .Analytlcal Theory ofEarth's Artificial

Satellites (A.T.E.A.S.).

•

~he proble~ of A.T.E.A.S. i~ treated, for the zonal perturbations,

in its hamiltonian form .. The method cansists in' elim.inating

angul~r variables fram the hamiltoniafi fUnction. Nearly id~ntity

canonieal transformations are used, first to remove short peri

odie terms, seeond to remove lang periodic terms. The general
. . 3 . .... ..

solution, up to J 2, is represented by th~ generator of the whole

transformatio~ and by the mean motions of averaged variables,
4 .

known up to J
2

. The generator may be ap~lied to express any

funetion of the orbital elements in terms of averaged ~~riables.

Open expressions in the eecentricity are avoided as far as

possihle. It permits to abtain a closed seeond order theory

with closed third order mean motions.

P. DEUFLHARD: Kepler Discretization in Regular

Celestial Mechanics.

In regular celestial mechanics, the computation of satellite

orbits involves the solution of the following class of prob

lems:

2
U" + U u = e:f(s,u,u'), u(o) uo ' u· (0)= u

o
',
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where € = 0 represents the pure Kepler motion. In this talk,

an extrapolation method for the n~erical solution of this

type of equation is derived. Für pure Kepler motion, the under

lying discretlzation 1s e x a c t - independent of the step

size. For perturbed Kepler motion, the existence of a quadratic

asymptotic expansion 1s shown. Moreover, details of realization

are worked out and numerical test results are included.

R.W. EASTON: Homoclinic Phenomena for Orbits Doubly

ASymptotic to an Invariant Three Sphere. ••
Our study here iS.IDotivated by a problem in·celestial mechanics,

namely the existence of so-called nosc illatory" motions in the

three-body problem. Roughly speaking, an orbit of the three-
. .

body problem ~s called "oscillatory" if the lim sup of the

particle separations 1s infinite, but the 1im inf is finite.

Sitnikov first proved the existence of oscillato~y orbits in

a special case of the restricted three-~ody problem. Alexeev

extended the work and related it to homoclinic phenamena. Sit

nikov and Alexeev showed that oscillatory orbits are related

'ta "parabolic".orbits, i.e., orbits which approach infinity

with velocity asymptotic to zero. McGehee observed that one can

introduce a periodic ~rbit at infinity whose s~able and unstable

manifolds are the parabolic orbits. Moser showed that oscillatory

orbits are a consequence of the existence of an orbit. homocli~

nie to the periodic orbit at infinity. The entire program as

outlined is contained in Maser's book, Stable and Random Motions

in Dynamical Systems, and has been carried out only for Sitni

kov's special case.of the three-body problem. The present

lecture represents joint work with R. McGehee on the question

of whether the same program can be carried out for the planar

three-body problem.

•
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Optimal Station Keeping by Electric

Propulsion with Thrust Operation Con

straints.

The orbitofa geostationary satellite has to be corrected from

time to time in order to compensate forthe effects of various

perturbations. This is usually done by means of a system of

thrusters mounted on the satellite. In t~is paper a method is

developed to find the optimal thrust~ng strategy for the case

of an electric propulsion system under given limitations on

thrust magni~ude and operation times. Optimization techniques

are applied to minimize a cost functionWhich~a weighted combi

nation of fuel consumtion and station keeping errors.

B. "GARFINKEL: Recent Progress in the Theory of Trojan

Asteroids.

In a previous1y published paper the author has constructed a

formal longperiodic solution for the case of 1:1 resonance in the

restricted problem of three bodies. Recent progress 'in the theory

comprises the following items:

1) the accuracy of the solution 1s cariie~ from D(m) to O(m
3

/
2
),

where m 1s the small mass-parameter of the system;

2) the regularizing function~ (A), which removes the singularities

of the Poincare type, is extended to all orders and"theresult

is used to prove the periodicity of the 'solution;e 3) the expression tor the normalized per iod "t ot the motion is

approximated by the Hagihara hyperelliptic integral" of class

two, corresponding to m = O. The latter integral is expanded in"

a convergent series in standard elliptic functions, and the

necessary correction E is applied. ,

4) asymptotic approximations for the per iod L of the motion are

obtained for the case of small oscillations about the Lagrangian.

point L4 , in agreement with the classical theory, and for

the vicinity of a logarithmic singularity on the mean separa

trix, p~ssing through L3 .
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The restrieted Planetary 4-body problem.

We consider the Sun and the planets Jupiter and Saturn, with

thei~ real masses, describin(~r a planar symmetrie periodie 'orbit

of t~e general 3-body problem, in a rotating frame of referenee.

'The r~tio.of the periQdsof Jupiter and Saturn around the Sun is

very'close to 2/5 as in the actual case. A massless body (small

planet) 'moves in the gravitational field of the above three

bodies. It i5 shown that ther~ exist isolated periodic orbits

of the massless body ina rotating frame of reference with

nearly cireular orbits of all the planets. There also e~ist

.families of periodie orbits along which the ratios of the peri

ods of th~ three plan~ts are ~lmostl constant but the eccentri

eities vary. Several such o~bits have been computed numerically

and t~eir stability was studied. Two of these orbits represent

the motion of Ma~s and Earth, respectively. F?r each case there

'correspond two distinct periodic orbits differing in phase. It

was .faund that the' stability of the p~riodic orbit.af the mass

less body depends on the.phase as weIl as on the distance from

the main bodies.

•

J. HENRARD: A Theorem on the Existence of Poincare's

Second Species Period~c Orbits.

Poincare (1899) in his classical work on Celestial Mechanics,

defined three types of periodicsolutions in the restricted

three body problem which are perturbations of orbits of the

two body pro~lem. The first two (the first and second kind

solutions) are continuations of trajectories which are already

periodic in the two body problem while the third'one (the so

called second species solutions) are formed of several ares of

trajectories which, in the two body problem, are "collision"

orbits with the nonexisting third body.

The second species solutions have. been investigated extensively

by Breackwell, Perko and Guillaume by the method of matched

asymptotic expansions. This method gives a wealth of information
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on the trajectories but is difficult to handle on the level

of mathematical proof of existence.

We propose another method which consists in regularising the

singular perturbation problem into a general perturbation

problem. The collision orbits become trajectories asymptotic

to an unstable equilibrlum po~nt. Theorems on the equivalence

of dynamical systems around an equilibrium enable us to prove

the existence of second species solution under the usual trans

versality conditions.

N. D. HULKOWER: Central Configurations and Hyperbolic

Elliptic Motion in the Three-Body Problem.

Solutions to the planar and spatial three-bodyprob1erns that

asymptotically expand toward central configurations or repre

sent hyperbolic-elliptic motion are discussed. The former is

characteristic of.totally parabo1ic motion, that is, sepa~ation

2/3 . .' .
like t and occurs only when the total energy is zero. It is

shown that the central configura~ions represent fixed directions

which the particles approach in the limit as time goes to infinity.

The structure and dimensions of the sets of initial conditions

leading to these motiops are obtained, a10ng with topologica1

information.

G. JANIN: On the Computer Imp1ementation of

Mathematical Methods in Celestial

Mechanics.

Same of the methods for orbit computation presented or dis

cussed during the past Oberwo1fach conferences on Mathematical

Methods in Celestial M~chanic5 are reviewed in relation to

their possible computer implernentation-

It 1s recalled that the principal reason preventing the imple

rnentation of new rnethods 15 the effort necessary for coding,

testing and making comparisons.
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The concept of a Unified System for Orbit Computation (ÜSOC)

dedicated to spaceflight mission analysis is introduced. It

is shown that with the help of such a sYBtem,

1) the user is offered the best avallable methods for solving

its mission analysis tasks,

2) the implementation, testing and cornparison of new methods

is effortless,

3) the adaptation of a program for non standard cases is easy

anq fast.

In the context of finding fast ways for giving a first approxi- ~

mation of a solution of a space dy~amics problem, a review of

procedures adapted to the computing power of a programmable

pocket·calculator is given.

F. JOCHIM:

u. KIRCHGRABER:

On the true Circular Orbit of a

Satellite.

On Stiefel-BaumJarte Stabilization.

Recent1y Stiefel and Baumgarte have propoßed several stabili

zation procedures forsystems of ordinary differential equations

with a first Lntegral I. In this talk we discuss the so-called

dissipative stabilization by rneans of ideas of the theory of

invariant manifolds. In particular we show, under suitable

conditions:

1. The discretisized version of the o .• d.e. admits an invariant,

stable, locally attractive manifold.

2. If the given system i5 uniform1y stahle on I = 0 then the

stabi1ized system shares this property in a full neighbour

hood of I = O. From this it follows that the error, due to

discretisation grows 1inearily (on1y~) with respect to the

number of steps.
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A Uniform Solution of the Lambert

Problem.

The following two-point boundary-value problem 1s called the
3

Lambert Problem: Find the Keplerian trajectory x(t)e ~ such

that x(t1 ) = xl' x(t2 ) = x 2 . The classical solution of this

problem"based on Lambert's Theorem (iteration of the sernimajor

axis) suffers from the large variety of'cases to be distinguished.

A new rnethod 1s presented which is uniform, i.e. valid for all

comic sections (degenerate cases and mul~iple revolutions in-

~ cludedl and consists in solv~ng only one nonlinear equation.

It 1s derived by means of the KS-transformation and by applying

the Stumpff functions. It may be used'either in the 4-dimensional

KS-space or directly in the ordinary physical space IR? .,-

E. A .. LACOMBA:" Invariant sets and polhodes in the

rig~d bcidy problem~

We are here concerned with the rigid body problem and'its topo

logical description of the subsets of phase space for which

energy and angular momentum are eonstant, so that they are in

variant under the mechanical vector field.

We first describe the "situation for the planar'central force

problem, remarking that here we work in configuration space,

while for the rigid body the description must take place in the

angular momentum space.Setting the ene~gy equal to unity in the

rigid body, we see how the invariant subsets are easily des

cribed as'cartesian produ~ts of the circle sI with the polhode

sets, as defined by Poinsot .

. Finally, we generalize this "result to.any Lie group with an

invariant Riemannian metric instead of 50(3), where invariant

subsets are no longer cartesian products, but still fiber bun

dIes over the polhodes, the fibe~ sI being replaced by the 1so

tropy subgroup of the angular momentum value.
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Sur une Reduction du Probl~me des

3 Corps. par les Invariants Integraux.

On se propose d'etudier diverses expressions de l'invariant

integral reduitde Poincare - Cartan du probleme des 3 corps

lorsque' l'on tient compte des 9 integrales premieres (centre

d'inertie et moment cinetique). On en deduit les deux resultats

suivants:

1) Le hamiltonien du probl~m~ des 3 corps dans l'espace s'iden

tifie aus hamiltonien du probl~me plan auquel on ajQute ~ne

fonction de forces d'expression relativement simple.

2) L'invariant integral de Cartan s'exprime en fonction de 8

variables parmi lesquelles figurent les longueurs des 3

cötes du triangle puis un pseud~-pa~ametre w qui contient
, . , 0

la ~otation globale du triangle dans son plan puis sa defor-

mation. w a pour variable conjuguee la,projection du momento , .
, cinetique sur la normale au plan. Ce resöltat g€neralise celui

. de Car·tan (dernier chapitre des Le~ons sur les invariants. inte

graux)' ou il etudie l'invariant integral en fonction des

c6~~s du triangle dans le cas ou lemoment cinetique est nul.

•

L. LOSCO: Mecanique analytique des systemes

Lagrangiens degeneres.

La Meeanique Hamiltonienne ne peut s'appliquer qu'aux systemes

Lagrangiens non degeneres. En effet pour un Lagrangien degenere

f
. . L

la trans ormat1on de Legrendre q-J p:- n' est pas de rang maximum •

et les nauvelles· variables moments neqsont pas independantes. On

ne peut done pas avoir d'fiquations canon~ques.

Un exemple simple de Lagrangien degenere est donne par les vari

ables "redondantes" (Broucke) generalisant KS (Stiefel). Conside

rans q e Rn-J Q e R
m

(m > n), le hessien du nouveau Lagrangien est

n< m. L'etude des equations du mouvement montre que, comme pour

KS, on pe~t associer au Lagran~ien degenere ~ un Lagrangien non

degenere L avec des relations non holonornes invariantes. La methode

est generalisee atout Lagrangien degenere. Pour un tel Lagrangien.
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cert~ines €quations sont seulement du l~r order ou manquent.

Alors que pour un Lagrangien en general 11 existe une solution

unique pour les conditions Initialesdonnees, une etude geo

metrique montre que dans l'espace (q,q) 11 existe une vari€te

V teIle que en dehors de V i1 n,existe aucune solution et sur

V 11 existe une infinite de solutions. Une methode analogue

a I'operation inverse d'une reductlon montre qu'on peut trouver

dans tout l'espace un Lagrangien non degenere donnant les solu

tions sur V.

4It Differents exemp1es d'app1ication de 1a methode sont donnes.

eh. MARCHAL: Collisions of Stars ·by Oscillat~ng

Orbits of the Second Kind.

Ordinary kinemat~c considerations lead to a very small number

of star collisions in our gal~xy. However star collisions can

happen through an indirect and more probable way when two· binary

stars meet:

- atriple system can be formed by an ordinary exchange motion,

- if the mutual inclination is large inside the triple system

the perturbations of the relative motion of the two nearest

stars are important and someti~es their mutual distance has

a zero greatest lower bound: it leads to a collision.

These motions with unbounded velocities can be called "oscillating

motions of. the second kind", the first oscillating motions, those

of Khilmy and Sitnikov, having unbounded mutual distances.

Are these motions rare? No,they correspond to a set of positive

measure of phase space and the first order study leads to a

rough estimation of the probability of collision: ~3TiftnTo

for iso~ropic initial orientations of the "inner" and "outer"

orbits (~3 = mass of outer star, m= total mass, T., T : per~ods
1 0

of inner and outer orbits).

It remains to determine the probability of formation of a tripie

system after the meeting of two binary stars.
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On the Existence of Periodic Solutions

of Poincare's Second sort in the General

Problem of Three Bodies moving iri a Plane.

F. NAHON:

In his "Methodes Nouvelles de la M~canique Celesten (sections

42-47), Poincare envisaged the existence of periodic solutions

of the general problem of three badies, arising by analytical

continuation from unperturbed Keplerian elliptic motion of two

bodies about a primary, in whi9h the orbits are of commensurable

period, and of non-zero eccentricity. It was pointed out by Siegel

that Poincare's argument depended on the non-vanishingof a ~

Jacobian determinant which has as a factor a Hessian determinant

which in fact cantains a row of zeros. New proofs have been given

by Arenstorf and Barrar for the restricted problem ~f three

bodies (in which the mass of the third body remains ,zero), and

by Arenstorf for the lunar theory case. A proof 1s now offered

believed to be free of these restrietions, making use of the

symrnetry cf the equations of motion (with use of the mirror

theorem" of Roy and Ovended) in .an extension ot the way used

by Barrar for the restricted problem, and a device proposed by

Poincare himself, which enables the extension to the general

problem to be made.

Application of varia~ional calculus

to variational equations

Let g- be a periodic orbit ofaconservative dynamicalsystem, and e
suppose the solution linearly unstable. Then Poincare showed

that we can classify these instable solutions according to· the

notion of conjugate points.Category I: any A of the trajectory

(in the configuration space) has no conjugate point, Category

11: any A has one and then infinitely many conjugate points.

We first give an account of this classification using the sim

plest model of a moving point in a plane, subject to the gradient

of a given force-function U(x,y) and for a preassigned energy

level. We tten show. studying the case of Category I, that the
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lj problem of romputihgthereal ..characteristic exponents and the

qssociated positive periodic components, i5 equivalent to the

problem of solving a certain Riccati's equation.

J. I. PALMORE: Central Configurations of the n-Body

Problem in E
4

(sumrnary)

We prove the existence of many central configurations of the

n-body problem in Euclidean space E
4

using topological methods.

The existence of central cqnfigurations 1s reduced to a critical

point problem with a reduced potential function defined on qua

ternionic projective space (of dimension n-2) with.the fat

.diagona~ removed. The homology of the configuration space 1s

rich. As the fucntion 1s real analytic we have the ex~stence

of many central configurations g~aranteed. All of the crit~ca~

points of the reduced potential are· degenerate. A crttical

point which has maximal rank corresponds to a nondegenerate

"central configuration in the sense that it lies in a nonde-·

generate critical manifold. Thu5, Morse theory can be used to

count the numbers of nondegenrate central configuration classes.

wheneve~. the potential function has critical points all of

maximal rank.

M. RAPAPORT:

J. ROELS:

Resolution methods of perturbed diffe-

rential equations, canonical or not,

using rather plain tODls of differential

geometry - which simplify d~monstrations.

On an Example of the Impossibility to

build a Canonical Transformation when

the Eigenvalues are Zero.

As examp~e I took the free Euler ~oinsot problem where all the

Eigenvalues are zero. I calculated all the traDsformations which

normalis..e the equatio"ns and I proved that none is syrnplectic.
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On the Stroboscopic Method of Second

Order.

It 1s assumed that the dynamical system can be represented

by equations of the form

as this 1s the case for the Lagrange equations in celestial

mechanics. The perturbation functions f i and 91 may also de-

pend on the t.irne t. The fast angular variabley 1s now taken e
as independent variable. Using perturbation theory and expanding

in Taylor series the differential~equationsfor the zeroth,

first, second, •.. order'approxirnations are obtained.

In the stroboscipic method in particular the integration is

performed analytically over one revolution, say from perigee

to perigee. By the rectification step applied to ~ and t, the

initial values for the next revolut~on are obtained. It i5 shown

how the second order te~ms can be determined for the various

pertu~bations ~ccuring in satel!ite theory. The solution con

structed in this way remains valid for thousands of revolutions ..

An important feature of the method 1s the samll al!l0unt of com

puting time needed compared with numerica1 integration.
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eritieal Points of N-Body Systems.

It turns out that the eritieal points of a certain combination

of the moment of inertia and the potential energy play an irn

portant role in the analysis of n-body systems. The role of

these points and how they influenee the behaviour of the system

will be diseussed.

The solution of HilI and Brown to the motion of the moan i5

used sinee 1925 for the computation of the ephemerides of the

moan. De5p!te correetions and impravements to this theory since

then, it appears necessary t~ check and rede the eomputations

of Brown in their entirety: This is accornplished with the help

of a computer program called POLYPAK which can rnanipulate

powerseries in several variables. The method for solving the

d±fferent±al equat±ons of the maifi pröblem of lunar theory 1s

de5cribed br1efly and areport on the comparison of terms through

third order 1s given.

e"
D. SCHMIDT:

c. SIMO:

The Lunar Theory of HilI and Brown.

Masses for which triple.collis10n 1s

regularizable.

We eonsider,:the regularization by eontinuity w.r.t. initial

conditions (g'eometric or Easton meOthod) whie,h has a sense both

in phys1cal and computational aspects. Using t~e idea of triple

collisfon manifold of McGehee we study the values of masses for

which the inv~riant ~ahifold5 of equilibrium points coincide.

Local analytical equations are continuated numerically. So one

ge~s the masses satisfying a neee~sary condition. Aga!n analy

tically we discuss the neighbourhood of t.e.m. at the equ~librium

points. A necessary and sufficient condition in terms of integrals

along invariant manifolds is found for the rectilinear case.

This can be tested for the masses obtained above. Only a countable

(symmetrie)" set of.masses remains. Then, due to errors in physical
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measurements or numerical integrations we can never expect

a ~e9ular hehaviour. Extension to the planar case 1s also takeri

ioto account ..

F. SPIRIG: A Generalization of Hopf's Bifurcation

Problem.

Consider the two dimensional system of d. e. J ~ v (t, } ; ? )
(

'I- 2 .. d ~Je ~ , = ~t)' 2n-periodic with respect to t, depending on

a parameter p , possessing a 217'-periodic solution J (t.p.) for _

eachp. The equations of variations of the given system attached

to jet; 0)

A(t)x, A(t) =;: (t,x. 0)\ x.=~(t; 0).

have the solution x(t) ~ L(t)xo ,with initial conditions xeO)=xo.
. ~i2ffw n n

Assume that L e2m has the e1genvalues e , where c..; '1 4"' "6>

for each n e ~o. Under certain additional conditions, not very

restrictive, the behaviour of the given d.e. in the neighbourhood

of Jet;fI-)' for samil absolute values of? i5 the following:

If JL < 0 then let; fL) 1s asymptoticly stahle. If I' >' 0 in the

(t,r)-space there exists a 2~-periodic tube having JCt;?) in

the interlor. That tube is invariant with respect to the given

system, stable and attractive.

More details are given in my thesis ETH Nr. 6147.

v. SZEBEHELY: Stability of Inner Planetary Systems.

The model cf the two-dimensional restricted problem cf three

bodi~s is used to evaluate the stability of planetary systems.

For various values of the mass parameter the maximum size of

near circular orbits around the larger prirnary are established

and their stability according to HilI are investigated. A quali

tative measure of stability is introduced by finding the

difference between the critical values of the Jacobian constant
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(at which bifurcation may occur) and the value that represents

actual planetary motion. For small values of the mass-para-

meter the maximum va1ue of the dimension-1ess radius of the

orbit for Hill-stability is given by 1-2.4jtl/3.

o. VOLK:
J.H. Lambert.
Sein Beitrag zur Bahnbestimmung von

Planeten und Cometen.

1. Daten aus seinem Leben, insbesondere als Mitglied der Bayrischen

und der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften.

2. Die Lambert'sche Reihe für beliebige Kegelschnitte:

6kT
3/2(I 3/2 1

+ ~ ) + 80
1 5/2
a (1

5/2

+ ~
)+ •••

J - r 1 +r2 + j, 'l

J. WALDVOGEL:

3. Der Lambert'sche Satz Eür die scheinbare Bahn eines beliebigen

Kege~schnitts.

4. Die Lambert'sche Theorie des Universums (Cosmologische Briefe,

1761) •

The Hypergeometrie Function in the

Three-Body Problem.

Let x (t), x e m4
be a homothetic solution of the planar three-o 0

body problem with total energy h, described in relative coordi-

nates with respect to one body. It is shown that the variationa1

equation of the problem at xo(t) can be solved explicitely in

terms of hypergeometrie functions. This is done by introducing

the scaled true anomaly of one-dimensional Kepler motion as in

dependent variable.

Many classical theorems about hypergeometrie functions allow a

simple cAlculation of all the values needed in applications.
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By using this theory the pre-history of a homothetic tripIe

close encounter may be described in a linearized approximation.

u. Kirchgraber (Zürich)

K. Nipp (Zürich)
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